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A B S T R A C T

A detailed knowledge of the life-limiting mechanisms of regeneratively cooled rocket combustion chambers is
important to increase the safety, the thrust-to-weight ratio and the cost-efficiency of future rocket engines. For
this purpose, an actively cooled specimen made of CuCr1Zr is mounted downstream of a combustion chamber.
The specimen is loaded cyclically and inspected after each cycle. The specimens collapse in the ’doghouse’ failure
mode after several load cycles. The effects of different hot-gas and coolant conditions, surface roughness and
thermal barrier coatings on the lifetime are studied. The life-limiting mechanisms: creeping, yielding, abrasion,
blanching and thermal aging are discussed.

1. Introduction

Regeneratively cooled structures of rocket engines are extremely
loaded. The loads are caused by the interactions of the hot combustion
gas (around 3500 K for CH4/OX) and cold cooling channel flows
(around 100 K for LCH4), which leads to large temperature gradients
and a high level of temperature in the structure (up to around 1000 K
for copper alloys) in combination with high pressure differences be-
tween both fluids. This study aims for a better understanding of the
physical behavior of the three main components: structure, hot-gas and
coolant flows, and their interactions, especially the lifetime of the
structure.

Some lifetime experiments on combustion chamber structures have
been conducted since the 1970s. Quentmeyer has investigated the low-
cycle thermal fatigue of 21 cylindrical, LH2 cooled test sections of a
GH LOX2/ combustor [1]. Inside of the sub-scale combustion chamber a
water-cooled centerbody was installed to reduce the consumption of
fuel and to form the combustion, sonic throat and expansion region of a
rocket engine. Three different materials were studied. Thermocouples
were placed in the cooling channel ribs and in the inlet and outlet
manifold of the coolant. The tests were performed at a chamber pres-
sure of 41.4 bar and a mixture ratio (oxygen to fuel ratio) of 6.0. The
heat flux in the throat region reached 54 MW/m2. The tests were re-
peated cyclically until a combustion chamber failure was detected by
sensing a coolant passage leak. The deformations of the hot-gas wall
were not investigated quantitatively. Neither individual coolant mass

flow rate measurements nor mass flow rate control were performed.
Jankovsky et al. have used the same test setup [2]. They have in-

vestigated the lifetime of two combustion chambers with tubular
cooling channels and have compared them with those with rectangular
cooling channels.

The same test setup was also used for the study of Pavli et al. [3].
Therein, the lifetime of two compliant combustion chambers were in-
vestigated. Gaps between the cooling channel walls allowed a free
thermal expansion of the material in circumferential direction. It was
found that the lifetime was significantly increased due to the strong
reduction of the alternating tensing and compressing yields (thermal
ratcheting).

Anderson et al. have placed a catalyst bed upstream of a sub-scale
combustion chamber [4]. The catalyst bed decomposed H2O2 into H2O
and O2. Adding JP-8 (aviation turbine fuel) to these gases in a gas
generator has produced a well-mixed hot-gas of known temperature
and composition which was then fed into the test section. The section
consisted of a water-cooled copper liner with a stainless steel jacket and
a diverging centerbody, which formed the throat. The test section was
equipped with differential pressure sensors, calorimeters and thermo-
couples. The chamber pressure during the cyclic load phases was
13.8 bar. Between the cycles the entire test section was disassembled to
investigate the deformations. An unexpected failure occurred after
around 100 cycles, presumably caused by an unequal distribution of the
coolant to the channels.

Kimura et al. have used a new LOX/LH2 reusable rocket engine in
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full-scale to prove the lifetime [5]. During the load cycles the chamber
pressure reached a maximum of 16–34 bar in a mixture ratio range of
6.0–6.2. After in total 54 hot tests with in total 142 load cycles no
apparent damage was detected.

In Thiede et al. flat specimen with five cooling channels, which
represent small sections of combustion chamber walls, were heated by
laser irradiation instead of hot-gas flow [6]. The laser allowed heat
fluxes up to 20 MW/m2. The specimen were sandwich structures with a
CuCr1Zr core and galvanic nickel face sheets. During the tests the
temperature and deformation of the laser-heated side were measured by
an infrared camera and a stereo camera system. Additionally, in every
cooling channel before and after the specimen, the temperature and the
pressure of the coolant (nitrogen) flow were measured. The coolant
temperature of 160 K was obtained by mixing liquid and gaseous ni-
trogen. The mass flow was measured and controlled individually for
every channel. After 174 load cycles the TMF panel cracked in the
middle cooling channel.

A study of the thermo-mechanical fluid–structure interaction of
rocket combustion chambers was presented in [7]. In the present paper,
the same experimental setup is used to study the lifetime of rocket
chamber walls. Therein, a fatigue segment is placed downstream of a
five injector element GOX-GCH4 rectangular sub-scale combustor at an
L* = 0.717 m, which is sufficient to justify the assumption of complete
combustion. A special aim is to reproduce the so called doghouse effect,
a structural failure mode of rocket combustion chambers which is
caused by cyclic, thermo-mechanical loading. The test section includes
a fatigue specimen with 17 high aspect ratio cooling channels. The
specimen is loaded cyclically. The novel approach is the use of a
combustion chamber with rectangular cross section and a replaceable
specimen with individually controlled cooling flow through each of the
cooling channels combined with the hot-gas flow. This leads to the
possibility of detailed deformation and roughness inspections under

well defined and realistic conditions. In contrast to the hot-gas ex-
periments described in the aforementioned literature, the deformations
of the hot-gas wall are determined quantitatively and after each cycle.
Because of that the results can be also used for validation of numerical
simulations as described for example in [8]. The design process of the
fatigue experiment is explained in [9].

In comparison to the previous test campaigns A and B, which are
described in detail in [7], in the actual campaigns C-K much less
combustion instabilities occurred. In campaigns C-G the chamber
pressure was increased by 10% to accelerate the thermo-mechanical
fatigue by higher temperatures and heat fluxes, whereas the cooling
conditions were not changed. In campaigns C and D the default design
of the fatigue specimen was tested, whereas in Campaign E a fatigue
specimen with a higher initial surface roughness was used.

In campaigns F and G fatigue specimen with thermal barrier coat-
ings were used. The thermal barrier coatings were tested in previous
work in high-power laser cycling experiments [10]. These experiments
led to a broad understanding of different failure modes of coatings in
rocket combustion chambers, but tests with a realistic hot-gas flow
could not be performed so far. For the present study, a thermal barrier
coating system designed for full-scale engines was used to test the effect
of hot-gas flow on the coating failure, especially on the growth of
vertical cracks that are supposed to be inevitable in rocket combustion
chambers. In the previous work [10] was found that these cracks can be
tolerated as long as they do not propagate into the substrate or along
the substrate/coating interface.

In campaigns H - K the chamber pressure and the coolant mass flow
were increased by 50%. The coolant pressure was increased from 70 bar
to 80 bar to achieve the same pressure difference between hot-gas and
coolant during the main stage of the fire phase as in the previous tests.
In addition, the duration of the combustion and the oxygen to fuel ratio
were varied.

Fig. 1. Experimental setup.
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In the following sections the experimental setup is described at first.
Then the load conditions and load phases are shown and discussed. In
the next chapter the deformation and roughness development, the
failure types, especially the doghouse effect, and the life-limiting me-
chanisms are shown and discussed. In the end the performance of the
thermal barrier coatings is explained and a conclusion is given.

2. Lifetime experiment

2.1. Experimental setup

Five coaxial shear injectors in double-symmetric configuration are
mounted in front of the combustion chamber. The oxygen posts have an
inner diameter of 4 mm and a wall thickness of 0.5 mm. The outer
methane gaps have a width of 0.5 mm. Details about the injector head
assembly can be found in [7]. The cross section of the combustion
chamber has a width of 48 mm and a height of 12 mm.

Fig. 1(a) shows a cut view of the fatigue segment and visualizes the
fluid flows (red for hot-gas, blue for coolant). The fatigue segment in-
cludes a replaceable fatigue specimen made of the copper alloy
CuCr1Zr. The specimen is attached with a floating bearing which allows
free thermal expansion. It has 17 rectangular cooling channels with a
height of 8 mm, a width of 2.5 mm, a rib thickness of 2 mm and a length
of 96 mm. The wall thickness between the hot-gas exposed surface and
the cooling channel bottom side is 1 mm. The specimen is loaded cy-
clically. After each cycle the deformation of the specimen’s hot-gas wall
is measured by a laser profile scanner. To inspect the hot-gas exposed
surface without the need to disassemble the fatigue specimen, the
water-cooled inspection plate on the opposite side is removed.

High pressure nitrogen at ambient temperature is used as coolant for
the specimen. To ensure well defined conditions in the three central
cooling channels the mass flow rates here are closed loop controlled
individually (PID). The coolant supply for the remaining 14 channels
are separated in two closed loop controlled lines. The mass flow rates in
each of these five supply lines are measured by a Coriolis flow meter
located downstream of the fatigue specimen. Also the inlet pressure is
regulated by a PID-control. The temperature and pressure of the coolant
are measured in the inlet and outlet manifolds of the three central and
two additional cooling channels by thermocouples respectively pressure
transducers (see Fig. 1(a)).

Furthermore, the specimen is equipped with several thermocouples
in different positions and depths to measure the temperature distribu-
tion in the structure during each cycle. Fig. 1(b) shows the top view of
the fatigue specimen with the green coordinate system in the center. In
addition, the thermocouple positions T6-T23 (red for 3 mm and blue for
5 mm distance to the hot-gas exposed surface) are shown. The most
central located thermocouple T9 has the coordinates x = −2.25 mm/

z = 1 mm. The thermocouples have a spacing of 5 mm in axial (in hot-
gas flow direction) and 4.5 mm in transversal (orthogonal to the hot-gas
flow) direction respectively. They are located in the symmetry planes of
the ribs and are pushed by spring constructions against the measure-
ment locations in the eroded blind holes. The blue and red arrows in-
dicate the flow directions of nitrogen (C) and hot-gas (HG). On the
upper side of the fatigue specimen a thermocouple (PT100, coordinates:
x = 11 mm/ z = 8 mm) and a T-rosette strain gauge (coordinates:
x = 34 mm/ z = 0) are placed. The axial elongation is measured by an
inductive displacement transducer. This transducer measures between
two cantilevers with a distance of 37 mm, which are fixed with bolts on
the upper side of the fatigue specimen. The positions of the contact
points of the transducer are marked in Fig. 1(b) (coordinates: x =
−35 mm/ z = 18.5 mm respectively x = −35 mm/ z = −18.5 mm).

In campaigns F and G metallic thermal barrier coatings were applied
using high velocity oxyfuel spray (HVOF). This coating process stands
for low porosity and low oxide content compared to other atmo-
spherical spray processes [11,12]. Details of the coating process and the
parameters can be found in [13]. The coating system consists of a 40μm
thick NiCuCrAl bond-coat [14] and a 60μm thick top-coat made of the
nickel-based superalloy ’Rene 80’ [15]. After the spray process, the
coating surface is ground and polished to achieve a roughness of Ra
0.5μm. Campaign F was performed without any post-spray treatment,
whereas the specimen for Campaign G was diffusion heat treated for six
hours at 973 K in an argon atmosphere to enhance the coating adhesion
and prevent the growth of delamination cracks between coating and
substrate. The diffusion heat treatment also affects the micro structure
of the entire specimen due to the long holding time at high tempera-
tures (see Section 2.4.7).

2.2. Load conditions

A load cycle consists of three phases: pre-cooling, fire and post-
cooling phase. For ignition reliability, controlled flame anchoring and
combustion stability the fire phase consists of two different chamber
pressure stages. Fig. 2 shows the chamber pressure and the temperature
of thermocouples T11 and T17 averaged over all cycles of Campaign C.
The position of the thermocouples can be found in Fig. 1(b). After start
of the fire phase the pressure increases rapidly until an almost steady-
state hot-gas status is reached (ignition stage). After 7.5 s the pressure
increases and holds the nominal load for 20 s (nominal stage). In the
post-cooling phase the combustion is stopped by closing the propellant
supply and the chamber cools down. Both thermocouples respond to the
thermal loads with rapidly increasing temperatures. T17 reaches higher
temperatures and responds faster due to its smaller distance (3 mm) to
the hot-gas exposed surface than T11 (5 mm).

As Fig. 2 indicates, the chamber pressure has a large impact on the
thermal loading. After the widely used Bartz equation [16] following
relationship between the heat transfer coefficient αhg and the chamber
pressure phg applies:

∝α p .hghg
0.8

(1)

Also the mixture ratio has a large effect. The stoichiometry of an
oxygen/methane combustion is at a mixture ratio of 4. For mixture
ratios close to this value the highest heat fluxes are reached.

Assuming a fully developed turbulent duct flow and a constant
Prandtl number of 0.73 in the cooling channels, the following re-
lationship between coolant mass flow and heat transfer coefficient αc
can be derived from [17]:

∝
−

α
ζ Re

ζ
( /8)

1 2.404 /8
,c

(2)

with = − −ζ log Re(1.8 1.5)10
2 and the Reynolds number Re, which is

proportional to the mass flow ṁc. For high Reynolds numbers (as pre-
sent in the cooling channels) the relationship can be simplified to:

Fig. 2. Averaged temperature and pressure transients during Campaign C.
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∝α ṁ .c c (3)

For a detailed discussion of the effects of chamber pressure, mixture
ratio and coolant mass flow on the temperatures see [7].

Table 1 shows a comparison of the campaigns B-K in terms of mean
values and standard deviations of mixture ratio, chamber pressure and
maximum temperature of Thermocouple T17. In addition, the number
of cycles is shown. Campaigns B-G are executed under identical coolant
conditions. The coolant pressure is 70 bar and the mass flow per
channel is 8 g/s. In campaigns H-K the coolant pressure and mass flow
are increased to 80 bar and 12 g/s.

The initial low pressure stage lasts 7.5 s for all tests. The subsequent
high pressure stage lasts 20 s for campaigns B-G and K and 10 s for
campaigns H-J. The load conditions according to Table 1 show the
values of the nominal stages. The ignition stages have approximately
the same mixture ratios and half the chamber pressures. The duration of
the post-cooling phase is controlled manually, but not stopped before
the temperature in the specimen has fallen below 400 K.

Fig. 3 shows the temperature distribution in the specimen at the end
of the second stage averaged over all cycles of Campaign C. The tem-
perature distribution is qualitatively representative for all test cam-
paigns. The temperature is decreasing in hot-gas flow direction (z-di-
rection). This is mainly caused by the strong cooling effect of the
impinging nitrogen in the cooling channel inlet region (at z = 44 mm).
In addition the nitrogen temperature is increasing in its flow direction
(negative z-direction). The thermal boundary layer of the hot-gas is
increasing in z-direction, which reduces local heat fluxes. The axial
temperature gradient between T6 and T17 is approximately 2.4 K/mm.

The vertical temperature gradient at a distance of 3 mm (red curves) to
5 mm (blue curve) to the hot-gas exposed surface amounts to roughly
30 K/mm. Assuming this gradient to be constant, the extrapolated
temperature of T17 reaches 1090 K at the surface exposed to the hot-
gas. Thermocouple T8 reports higher temperatures than expected. This
is due to a manufacturing error, causing T8 to be positioned at just
2.3 mm instead of the nominal distance of 3 mm to the hot-gas exposed
surface. Applying said temperature gradient of 30 K/mm, the measured
temperature is 21 K too high. T8’ indicates the temperature corrected
by this value, which seems realistic. The depths of the remaining
thermocouples are inside the manufacturing tolerance of +/- 0.2 mm,
which results in a +/- 6 K uncertainty. The thermocouples have a
measuring tolerance less than 4 K at 1000 K and a response time less
than 0.15 s.

The transverse temperature distribution (Fig. 3(b)) decreases away
from the symmetry axis, since the hot-gas velocity and temperature are
decreased in the corner regions of the chamber. This again leads to a
decreased heat flux and therefore reduced wall temperatures in those
regions. Furthermore, the three outermost cooling channels on both
sides overhang the hot-gas cross section. The temperature profile at a
distance of 3 mm to the hot-gas exposed surface can be approximated
with a parabola of equation = − +T x x K m K( ) 0.6 · / 10052 2 . A compar-
ison of the thermocouple measurements with the (symmetric) parabola
shows a slight asymmetry. The asymmetric temperature distribution
causes an asymmetric deformation profile, as shown in Fig. 6(a). The
temperature distribution at the hot-gas walls upstream of the fatigue
segment is verified to be asymmetric as well. Therefore, it is concluded
that this is caused by the hot-gas flow, possibly by a non-uniform fuel

Table 1
Load conditions in campaigns B-K.

mixture ratio chamber pressure maximum temperature (T17)

Campaign mean standard deviation mean standard deviation mean standard deviation cycles

B 3.87 0.16 17.2 bar 0.5 bar 929 K 36.6 K 45
C 3.92 0.07 19.0 bar 0.4 bar 998 K 12.8 K 48
D 3.94 0.05 19.2 bar 0.3 bar 973 K 24.9 K 46
E 3.87 0.07 19.1 bar 0.3 bar 1020 K 10.5 K 16
F 3.65 / 19.3 bar / 983 K / 1
G 3.89 0.04 19.3 bar 0.2 bar 975 K 16.9 K 36

H 3.88 0.05 28.8 bar 0.2 bar 1017 K 13.0 K 15
I 3.95 / 28.7 bar / 976* K / 2
J 3.42 0.04 28.7 bar 0.2 bar 943 K 5.6 K 34
K 3.41 0.03 28.5 bar 0.1 bar 976 K 17.1 K 24

*Due t o a manufacturing error this value was measured 4.5 mm instead of 3 mm apart from the hot-gas exposed surface.

(a) Thermocouples in axial direction (b) Thermocouples in transversal direction

Fig. 3. Averaged temperature distribution at the extinction time point for Campaign C.
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distribution to the five injectors.
Fig. 4 shows the averaged integral heat flux transients of the central

cooling channel during campaigns B-K. The heat flux is calculated by
the product of the specific heat capacity, the mass flow and the dif-
ference of the inlet to the outlet temperatures of the nitrogen. The
change of enthalpy due to change of pressure is neglected, since the
pressure drop in the cooling channels is merely around 0.1 bar. When a
steady-state behavior is reached, the calculated cooling channel heat
flux corresponds nearly to the heat flux over one rib and one cooling
channel width in the center of the hot-gas exposed surface of the spe-
cimen. The nitrogen temperatures are measured at the manifolds. The
thermocouples as well as their positions remain the same in every test
campaign, as the manifolds are not replaced after each of the test
campaigns. The position and the contact of the thermocouples in the
specimen depend on manufacturing accuracy. Because of the extremely
high temperature gradients in space as well as time, small differences
can cause large errors. Therefore, the nitrogen temperatures are rather
to be used for relative comparison of test campaigns in terms of the
thermal loading.

At the end of the fire phase, the heat flux into the central cooling
channel averages to 1922 W in Campaign C. Assuming steady-state
behavior, this corresponds to a heat flux density at the hot-gas side of
4.27 MW/m2. In Campaign B this value is 7.9% less, caused by the 9.5%
lower chamber pressure and a slightly lower mixture ratio. In Campaign
E, the increased surface roughness causes a 4.5% higher heat flux de-
spite a slightly lower mixture ratio. The thermal barrier coating in
Campaign G reduces the heat flux by 2.8%. The 50% higher chamber
pressure, the much lower mixture ratio and increased roughness in
Campaign K result in a 41.1% increase of heat flux. The almost identical
heat flux curves of campaigns J and K along the entire first 17.5 s of
operation indicate an excellent repeatability of the thermal loads. The
maximum heat flux of the central cooling channel in Campaign H is
11.4% higher than in Campaign J, caused by the higher mixture ratio.

2.3. Load phases

The hot-gas wall of the specimen has to resist three load phases
during a load cycle. These load phases are marked in Fig. 5 and de-
scribed below:

1. Ignition and stage change (during 15 s < time < 17.6 s and 23
s < time < 24.2 s): After ignition respectively stage change the
temperature of the hot-gas wall increases rapidly which thus ex-
pands. The rest of the structure is still cold and restrains this ex-
pansion. As a result, the hot-gas exposed surface bends convexly
while the upper side of the specimen bends concavely, which

decreases the distance between both measurement cantilevers of the
displacement transducer, as shown in Fig. 5. Very high in-plane
compression stresses are induced into the hot-gas wall due to the
thermal loading. In addition, the walls between coolant and hot-gas
bulge into the hot-gas due to the large pressure difference. In
combination with high temperatures and time, this leads to
creeping. Due to the short duration and low temperatures in com-
parison to the other phases creeping can though be neglected in
phase 1.

2. Hot phase (during 17.6 s < time < 23 s and 24.2 s < time < 43
s): Afterwards, the heat reaches the back parts of the structure and
the thermally induced stresses decrease, until a steady-state is
reached (not reached in the tests). As the specimen is actively
cooled, the in-plane compression stresses in the hot-gas wall how-
ever would not reach zero. The bending now decreases, as the entire
specimen expands thermally. Therefore, the measured elongation
increases (see Fig. 5). In contrast to phase 1 and 3 creeping is im-
portant, since the thin hot-gas wall has to resist the pressure dif-
ferences between hot-gas and coolant as well as compressive stresses
due to the temperature differences (see above) during a compara-
tively long duration, while exceeding temperatures of 1000 K. Ad-
ditionally, blanching, abrasion and thermal aging can be present in
this phase.

3. Shutdown phase (during 43 s < time < 46 s): After shutdown the
temperature of the hot-gas wall decreases much faster than the rest
of the structure due to the low heat capacity of the thin wall as well
as the high heat flux to the impinging coolant. This leads to very
high in-plane tensile stresses and a concave bending of the hot-gas
exposed surface, which rapidly increases the measured elongation
on the upper side (see Fig. 5). Because of the change in load di-
rection a Bauschinger effect [18] occurrence must be assumed,
which decreases the tensile yield strength. In this phase creeping can
again be neglected, due to quickly decreasing temperatures.
After 46 s, the measured elongation decreases. This indicates that
the vertical temperature difference decreases, which in turn reduces
the bending of the specimen and in-plane tensile stresses. As the
temperatures fall below 600 K, the yield strength is increased. In
conclusion the loading after 46 s can be neglected.

2.4. Deformations and lifetime

Table 2 shows the initial mean roughness Ra on the hot-gas exposed
surface and the presence of thermal barrier coatings on the specimen.
Furthermore it is shown, whether and why the specimen failed. The
height of four different types of deformation measures at the end of
each test campaign and their average changes per cycle are listed ac-
cordingly.

Fig. 4. Averaged integral heat flux transients of the central cooling channel for
selected test campaigns.

Fig. 5. Averaged temperature and elongation transients during Campaign C.
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Each underlying deformation profile is measured 20 mm down-
stream from the leading edge of the specimen using a laser-profile-
scanner in transverse direction. The deformation measures are defined
in Fig. 6(a), where the measured profile at the end of Campaign C is
shown. Deformation type d1 is the difference of the global maximum
and global minimum. Deformation type d2 is the overall greatest dif-
ference of a local maximum and a neighboring local minimum. De-
formation type d3 is the greatest difference of the global maximum and
a neighboring local minimum. Deformation type d4 is the difference of
type d1 and d3. Neighboring means a distance smaller than 4.5 mm
(one channel plus one rib width).

2.4.1. Deformation development
Despite different load conditions, the doghouse effect occurs re-

producibly, when a deformation type d1 height of around 40μm is
reached. For test campaigns with low loading (B, C, D, G) the critical
value is slightly higher (approximately 45μm). The critical deforma-
tions of types d2 and d3 are roughly 30μm. The average slope of de-
formation is increasing with temperature gradient and level.

Fig. 6(b) shows the development of the type d1 deformation during
campaigns B, C, E, H, J and K. It is shown that the deformations are
increasing almost linearly with the number of cycles in all test cam-
paigns.

2.4.2. Doghouse effect
In campaigns C, E, H and J the so called doghouse effect occurred.

After detection during leakage test (at least every 3rd cycle or if sus-
pected) the test campaigns were ended.

Fig. 7 shows the hot-gas exposed surface of the fatigue specimen

after 48 cycles (1320 s of fire phase in total) in Campaign C. Two cracks
are visible at the wall of the central cooling channel. To investigate
these cracks, the fatigue specimen has been cut at the crack tip. Fig. 8
shows the cut views A-A and B-B (marked in Fig. 7) through the five
central cooling channels. Due to material removal by the utilized saw
blade and the metallographic preparation, both cut views differ slightly
in their axial positions. In cut view A-A the cooling channel wall has
already failed, whereas the crack in cut view B-B has not yet reached
the hot-gas exposed surface. Both cracks are shown in Fig. 9 in detail.
The original shape of the cooling channel and the micro structure is
shown as overlay in Fig. 9(a). The strong plastic deformation of the
micro structure indicates necking caused by tensile loads.

Fig. 10 shows the ’doghouse’ failure and micro structure in the
central cooling channel wall in Campaign E. In comparison to Cam-
paign C the material has had a larger initial grain size. Along the hot-
gas exposed surface the material has strongly degraded due to sand-
blasting in provocation of the higher initial surface roughness. The
leakage due to the ’doghouse’ failure (in cold state) and the crack length
are extremely small in Campaign E. Therefore it can be concluded that
this ’doghouse’ failure occurred very shortly before the campaign was
ended. The ’doghouse’ shape is not symmetrical, which is a con-
sequence of the non-uniform grain size distribution.

Fig. 11 shows the ’doghouse’ failure in the central cooling channel
wall and its micro structure in Campaign H. The initial grain size is very
large. The effect of the grain size on the lifetime is still not clear and will
be investigated in the future. On one hand, large grains reduce
creeping, since that effect occurs predominantly on the grain bound-
aries and larger grains lead to less thereof. On the other hand, large
grains increase the appearance of yielding, since it occurs through

Table 2
Initial and deformation properties of the specimen in campaigns B-K.

initial final average
mean special failure deformation,μm slope,μm/cycle

Campaign roughness feature type d1 d2 d3 d4 d1 d2

B < 0.5μm / / 46 30 29 16 1.02 0.67
C < 0.5μm / ‘doghouse’ 45 29 28 18 0.94 0.60
D < 0.5μm / weld seam fracture 45 25 24 21 0.98 0.54
E 4μm / ‘doghouse’ 38 27 27 11 2.38 1.69
F < 0.5μm TBC TBC delamination / / / / / /
G < 0.5μm TBC weld seam fracture 45 33 33 12 1.25 0.92
H 2μm / ‘doghouse’ 41 26 26 15 2.73 1.73
I 2μm / melting / / / / /
J 2μm / ‘doghouse’ 40 27 27 13 1.18 0.79
K 2μm / / 41 26 25 17 1.71 1.08

Fig. 6. Deformation measurement.
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dislocation motion and grain boundaries mitigate such motion.
Fig. 12 shows the ’doghouse’ failure in the central cooling channel

wall and the surrounding micro structure in Campaign J. The initial
grain size is comparable to that in Campaign C. In contrast to cam-
paigns E and H the roof of the ’doghouse’ is very straight and sym-
metric, due to its small grain size and very uniform grain distribution.

2.4.3. Other failures
Due to leakage of a weld seam, campaigns D and G had to be

stopped before the doghouse effect occurred. Due to manufacturing
constraints, the electron-beam welding is necessary to close the wire
eroded cooling channels in axial direction with two caps. The welding
process was improved following Campaign G in order to lower the

Fig. 7. hot-gas exposed surface after 48 cycles (Campaign C).

Fig. 8. Cut views after 48 cycles (Campaign C).

Fig. 9. Cut view details after 48 cycles (Campaign C).
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probability of weld seam failure.
In Campaign F the thermal barrier coating failed due to delamina-

tion already during the first load cycle. This is discussed in Section 2.5.
In Campaign I the hot-gas wall melted during the second load cycle

in a large area (see Fig. 13). During the main stage of the second cycle
the integral wall heat flux of the central cooling channel was 7% higher
than in all other tests and 11% higher than in the first cycle of Cam-
paign I. The mixture ratio (3.96) and pressure (28.8) were almost the
same as during the first cycle (3.93 respectively 28.6). No manu-
facturing error could be detected in the remaining material. Therefore,
it is assumed that a combustion instability has increased the heat flux
significantly and that a critical wall temperature has been reached,
which caused a rupture due to the pressure difference between coolant
and hot-gas. The fact that the material failed during the fire phase and
not during the post-cooling phase supports the hypothesis that the
failure was caused by pressure rupture and not by fatigue. It is assumed
that a massive leakage in one cooling channel has reduced the drag of
this coolant line. This would decrease the coolant’s mass flow of the
other cooling channels and would therefore increase the wall tem-
perature of other parts of the specimen towards the critical tempera-
ture.

Campaigns B and K were ended, before any failure occurred. It is
assumed that campaigns B, D, G and K are close to a ’doghouse’ failure,

since their deformation type d1 values are close to the critical value.

2.4.4. Blanching and combustion instabilities
A cyclic oxidation and reduction of the copper causes blanching (see

[19,20] for details). The resulting surface layer whitens and starts to
flake off. Blanching in combination with abrasion increases the surface
roughness (see Section 2.4.5) and reduces the hot-gas wall thickness
(see Section 2.4.8). Strong blanching occurred in Campaign B due to
combustion instabilities. During a combustion instability, the local
species concentration varies strongly. This leads to an alternation of an
oxidizing and deoxidizing environment. Combustion instabilities can be
detected by measuring the acoustic spectrum with high frequency
pressure sensors and comparing it to a reference spectrum from a stable
test, as shown in [7]. Furthermore, combustion instabilities can in-
crease the wall heat flux, especially in the near-injector region, but also
on the fatigue specimen (see [7]). It is assumed that the combustion
instabilities which occurred during Campaign B were caused by a failed
flame anchoring on the injector elements. Combustion instabilities
could be prevented in almost all subsequent tests by an improved ig-
nition process using short sequences of additional oxygen during the
ignition and stage change phase.

The average slope of deformation in Campaign B is slightly higher
than in Campaign C (see Table 2), although the nominal loading is

Fig. 10. ’Doghouse’ failure in Campaign E (etched micro structure).

Fig. 11. ’Doghouse’ failure in Campaign H (etched micro structure).
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lower due to the lower chamber pressure (see Table 1). Therefore, it can
be concluded that combustion instabilities reduce the lifetime sig-
nificantly. Strong combustion instabilities occurred during tests B2
(second cycle in Campaign B), B4, B7, B22 and B30, as shown in [7]. No
direct response of the deformation height on the unstable tests is
identifiable in Fig. 6(b). Therefore, it is assumed that unstable tests
affect the lifetime mainly due to the initiation of blanching, which in-
creases the roughness and with it also the wall heat flux in the sub-
sequent tests. The failure in Campaign I (see Section 2.4.3 shows that an
increase of the wall heat flux during a combustion instability can cause
a rupture due to an exceeding of the critical wall temperature.

2.4.5. Surface roughness
The mean roughness Ra is defined as follows:

∑ ∑= −
= =

R
M

y x z
M

y x z1 ( , ) 1 ( , )a
m

M

m m
m

M

m m
1 1 (4)

Ra is measured along lines in flow direction (0°) and transverse to it
(90°), both at nine different locations in the red dotted quad in Fig. 7.
This quad is subdivided in nine equal quads, and the measurements are
performed in the centers of these quads along 4 mm long tracks.

Fig. 14 shows the roughness development on the hot-gas exposed
surface of the specimen during campaigns B and C. The values of both
measurement directions are averaged over the nine measurement lo-
cations. The initial roughness before the first hot-gas test is =Ra 0.5 μm

in campaigns B and C (see Table 2). In Campaign C the roughness in-
creases nearly linearly. In Campaign B the roughness increase during
the first six cycles is much higher than in Campaign C. The further
roughness development is much more erratic than in Campaign C. It is
assumed that the combustion instabilities are the reason for that. Pos-
sibly, the instabilities during tests B2 and B4 are the reason for the
much higher roughness after Test B6 in comparison to the roughness
after Test C6. After that, the roughness in 90° direction decreases
slightly in Campaign B until Test B12. This could be caused by flaking
off of the reacted layers. During the tests B28-B30, a strong roughness
increase in 0° direction is detectable, possibly caused by the instabilities
in Test B30. After this, the roughness in 0° direction decreases until Test
B33. It could be caused by flaking off of the reacted layers again.

It is still unclear, which effect causes the roughness increase in tests
without apparent blanching in macroscale, like in Campaign C. It could
be caused by microscale blanching, plastic deformation, thermal aging
or abrasion. Plastic deformation can increase the roughness due to non-
uniform deformation of the grains. Thermal aging can increase the
roughness due to non-uniform grain growth or chromium precipitates.
Abrasion can increase the roughness due to partial damage of the hot-
gas exposed surface.

Fig. 12. ’Doghouse’ failure in Campaign J (etched micro structure).

Fig. 13. Melted hot-gas wall in Campaign I.

Fig. 14. Roughness development.
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2.4.6. Yielding and creeping
The effect of phase 1 on the lifetime in campaigns J and K can be

assumed as equal due to very similar test conditions during the first
17.5 s. Furthermore, the results of Campaign A [7] have shown that
below a wall temperature of 850 K and in the relevant time scales no
residual deformations occur. Therefore, (relevant) creeping occurs only
during the nominal hot-gas stage. In Campaign K the duration of the
nominal hot-gas stage is doubled in comparison to Campaign J and
higher wall temperatures are reached. Therefore, creeping per cycle
should be increased by more than a factor of 2. But the slope of de-
formation is only increased by around 40%. Therefore it is hypothesized
that the effect of creeping on the lifetime at least in Campaign J is
relatively small and the lifetime is mostly affected by the shutdown
phase.

A comparison of campaigns C and E shows that the higher initial
roughness in Campaign E decreases the lifetime by a factor of 3. The
higher roughness increases the heat flux as shown in Fig. 4. This in-
creases the wall temperatures, the vertical temperature gradients and
the temperature of the upper side of the specimen. The roughness is
increasing with the number of load cycles in the central part of the hot-
gas exposed surface (see Fig. 14). This reduces the differences between
campaigns C and E in the central region. The roughness in the outer
regions of the hot-gas exposed surface is increasing much slower.
Therefore, the difference of the wall heat flux between Campaigns C
and E remains large in these regions. This increases the upper side
temperature of the specimen significantly. A higher upper side tem-
perature increases the loading of the shutdown phase due to stronger
thermal induced bending. If the effect of roughness on the central hot-
gas exposed surface would be more important than its effect on the
outer hot-gas exposed surface, a change of the deformation slope should
be detectable, which is not the case. Therefore it is assumed that the
higher initial roughness mostly affects the lifetime through the shut-
down phase. Still unclear is the effect of the degraded micro structure
due to the sand blasting in Campaign E.

In the lifetime studies of cooling channel structures under thermo-
mechanical loading in [6] the thermomechanical fatigue (TMF) panel
made of CuCr1Zr was heated by a laser with up to 20 MW/m2. The TMF
panel withstood 93 cycles with surface temperatures of about 900 K and
81 cycles with 750 K until its failure. In each cycle the laser power was
ramped up over 2 s, held for 598 s and ramped down over 9 s. The total
laser-on holding time was 104052 s. The total duration of the nominal
load stage in Campaign C is 960 s until the specimen failed in ’dog-
house’ mode. Although the heat fluxes of these laser tests were higher
than in the hot-gas tests in the present work, the lifetime was larger by a
factor> 100. One reason of this longer durability is the lower surface
temperature of the laser tests. A second reason could be the slow re-
duction of the laser power, which significantly reduces the tensile
stresses in the hot-gas wall during the post-cooling phase. This would
support the hypothesis that the yielding during the post-cooling phase
is very important for the lifetime. In addition, the cut view of the failed
TMF panel in [6] does not show a typical ’doghouse’ shape: the crack
did not grow in the center of the hot-gas wall and no necking was
visible. This could be caused by the reduced tensile stresses during the
post-cooling phase due to the laser power ramping down.

2.4.7. Thermal aging
A material which is exposed to high temperatures over time changes

its micro structure. This degradation is called thermal aging. For
CuCr1Zr it is expected that it decreases the strength strongly and in-
creases the ductility slightly (see [21] for details).

A comparison of the grain size distribution and the chromium pre-
cipitates of the central cooling channel walls (which reach more than
1000 K during the tests) with those of the outer cooling channel walls
(which does not reach more than 600 K during the tests) after each test
campaign shows no significant differences. Therefore, it is concluded
that the effect of thermal aging is negligible for during the short lifetime
of the samples.

2.4.8. Abrasion
The abrasion after Campaign B is investigated optically. The cut

view of the highest deformed region is used for this study (see Fig. 15).
The lateral and upper cooling channel walls are separated in three re-
gions and are colored differently. The red and green colored regions
represent the initial geometry, since they are overhanging the hot-gas
exposed zone and no residual deformation could be detected. The blue
colored region is inside of the hot-gas exposed zone. If abrasion would
be relevant, the area per channel of the blue region (measured by the
number of pixels) should be smaller than in the other regions. Yielding
and creeping in plane direction should not affect the area, since the
lateral and lower boundaries of the blue region are in a zone, which is
not deformed during the test campaign in a relevant magnitude. It is
assumed that yielding and creeping in normal direction (nearly plane
strain condition) and the density change through oxidation can be ne-
glected.

The area per channel for the red and green region is 20.01 mm2 and
for the blue region 20.03 mm2. Taking the measurement accuracy
(estimated as ±0.1 mm2) into account no change of the area per channel
could be detected. Campaign B was chosen for this study, since it is the
only test campaign, where strong blanching occurred, which increases
the abrasion. Therefore it is concluded that abrasion can be neglected
for this kind of lifetime studies.

2.5. Thermal barrier coatings

2.5.1. Campaign F: TBC as sprayed
In Campaign F (coating without diffusion heat treatment), the

coating delaminated during the heating phase of the first cycle. It has
been shown recently [10] that small thermally grown cracks at the
substrate/coating interface may lead to a delamination and buckling of
the coating. In laser-induced thermal cycling experiments without hot-
gas flow, this failure lead to small blisters on the coating surface with
diameters less than 5 mm. It is assumed that additional mechanical
loads (e.g. wall shear stresses) during the fire phase led to a rapid
growth of the small delamination cracks and a total loss of the coating.

2.5.2. Campaign G: TBC diffusion heat treated
A diffusion heat treatment enhances the adhesion strength of the

coating and reduces the growth of delamination cracks. It is supposed
that, if the delamination crack growth is hindered by this diffusion heat
treatment, no buckling or large-scale delamination can be expected in
the coatings [10]. After Campaign G, the diffusion heat treated coating
showed neither buckling nor delamination even after 36 cycles, al-
though a network of vertical (relating to the coating surface) cracks has
formed in the entire coating (see Fig. 16). The mechanism of this crack

Fig. 15. Optical abrasion study.
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growth has been elucidated in detail in previous work [10]: At high
temperature, the thermal expansion of the hot coating surface is con-
strained by the cooled copper substrate. This results in compressive
strains that exceed the yield strength. Plastic deformation leads to a
reduction of the elastic component of the strain, so that subsequent
cooling generates large tensile strains, and the coatings may crack
[10,22]. Cyclic loading leads to further crack growth, so that small
cracks grow together and form a crack network, as observed after the
36 cycles of this test campaign.

Since the coating was still adhering to the copper substrate, it is
supposed that these cracks can be tolerated in rocket engine applica-
tions. Furthermore, the larger heat flux in full-scale engines causes a
larger temperature gradient in the coating that will lead to less thermal
strains in the near-substrate part of the coating (see [10] for a more
detailed discussion). Thus, cracks may stop upon reaching the substrate.
But the exact mechanism of the propagation of vertical cracks, espe-
cially under cyclic loading, is not fully understood yet, and future work
will focus on this crack propagation.

The coating system was designed for rocket engine applications with
wall heat flux densities in the order of magnitude of 100 MW/m2. In
Campaign G, heat flux densities of about 4.2 MW/m2 are reached (see
Section 2.2), so that the thermal insulation effect by the thin metallic
coating is not significant. As shown in Fig. 4, the heat flux in the central
cooling channel is only slightly reduced when a coating is applied. This
results in a deformed cooling channel structure similar to the uncoated
state (see Fig. 17)). Furthermore, 100μm of the copper wall had to be
removed before coating application to fit the coated sample in the
available space in the test bed. This increased the weakness of the
cooling channel structure.

3. Conclusion

In this paper the setup of a lifetime experiment for rocket com-
bustion chamber structures with an actively cooled, replaceable and
cyclically loaded fatigue specimen made of CuCr1Zr is described. The
transient, thermal field of the specimen is explained exemplarily. It is

shown that an increasing mixture ratio, chamber pressure and surface
roughness increase the wall heat flux.

During one load cycle, the hot-gas wall of the specimen has to resist
three different load phases. The first load phase is dominated by in-
plane compression stresses. During the second load phase the com-
pression stresses decrease and the pressure difference between hot-gas
and coolant becomes dominant. In the third load phase the loading
shifts abruptly into tensile stress. It is assumed that the third load phase
is most important for the lifetime.

The vertical deformation of the hot-gas wall above the cooling
channels increases almost linearly with the number of cycles. A critical
value for the vertical deformation is found which indicate a ‘doghouse’
failure. In total eleven test campaigns were performed, thereof four
ended with clear ‘doghouse’ failures. The ’doghouse’ failures are char-
acterized analyzing the micro structure at the cuts through the failed
cooling channels.

Five life-limiting effects, namely creeping, yielding, blanching,
thermal aging and abrasion are discussed. It can be concluded that
thermal aging and abrasion can be neglected for these experiments. In
addition, it can be concluded that the wall thickness removal by com-
bined blanching and abrasion can be neglected. More important is the
roughness increase by blanching, which increases the wall heat flux and
thereby the thermal loading. It is concluded that yielding, mostly
caused by tensile stresses during the third load phase, is the dominant
life-limiting effect. The effect of creeping is presumably small, due to
the short total duration of load. If a critical temperature is exceeded, the
wall fails by rupture due to the reduced material strength and the
pressure difference between coolant and hot-gas.

In addition, tests with thermal barrier coatings (TBCs) were per-
formed. It is shown that they can decrease the wall heat flux slightly. A
TBC, which was not diffusion heat treated, delaminated during the first
load cycle. A diffusion heat treated TBC could resist the hot-gas for 36
cycles, but the resulting deformations were stronger than in the speci-
mens without TBC due to a smaller CuCr1Zr wall thickness.

In the future the authors are planning to investigate the reprodu-
cibility of the experiment and the effect of the micro structure. In

Fig. 16. Crack network in the coating after 36 test cycles (Campaign G).

Fig. 17. Deformed shape of the central cooling channel structure of the coated specimen after 36 cycles, cross-sectional view.
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addition the authors are planning to decrease the oxygen and fuel
feeding slowly after end of the nominal stage to prove the hypothesis
that the third load stage is dominant for the lifetime.
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